man-handled units weighing 40 to 50 pounds—all such units or blocks for
either weaving or shells to be set steel-wound and steel-bound. Floors,
ceilings, walls all the same—all to be hollow.
I had used the block in some such textured way in the Midway Gardens
upper walls. If I could eliminate the mortar joint I could make the whole
fabric mechanical. I could do away with skilled labour. I believed I could
and began the experiment on La Miniatura. A home and bookshop for
Mrs. Alice Millard.
Lightness and strength! Steel the spider spinning a web within the
cheap plastic material wedded to it by pouring an inner core of cement
after the blocks were set up.
The 'shell' as human habitation. Why not? Another phase of architec-
ture organic. The straight line, the flat plane, now textured. The sense of
interior space coming through, the openings all woven together as in-
tegral features of the shell. The rich encrustation of the shells should be
visible as mass, the true mass of the architecture. Here ornament would
become a legitimate feature of construction.
Decoration asserts the whole to be greater than any part and succeeds
to the degree that it helps make this good. Genuine mass in this sense will
always be modern. A pity were the United States to have only one arrow
to its bow, or neglect indigenous riches at any point.
I dr.ew my son Lloyd into this fresh effort.
I was getting interested again.
THE ALTER EGO
Meantime some of the young men who had begun their architectural
careers with me were at work out here—in the midst of the popular
falsification as I have described it in this land of the realtoresque taken
as substitute for the picturesque. What were they all doing to modify
popular meanness and qualify imitative Usonia? There were many such—
fifty or sixty—young men working in the United States or Europe or
Japan as architects by now. They had come to me from all parts of the
world to enter into my work. Not so much as students 5 I am no teacher.
They came more as apprentices, beginning with no pay—except their
living at Taliesin—or with small pay if more competent to help. As they
grew helpful they received a small salary in keeping with the work done,
or to be done in the office or in the garden, over and above their living.
In the workshop at Oak Park, inasmuch as they had to shift for them-
selves, all received a nominal wage—the equivalent of board and lodging
at the beginning. With the exception of some six or seven I have never
had reason to complain of their enthusiasm for their work nor of their
loyalty to me. But, of their loyalty to the cause—yes. And after all, were
they not taken on, in that cause?
This process of natural selection on their part had its advantages. Some
disadvantages. Never going out of my way .after the material I really need
but always taking those who want to come to me—I do make some sacri-
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